Folding Aluminium Five a Side Goals
24HUFBL18X

Details
Folding Freestanding Five-A-Side Aluminium Football Goals
These five a side goals are available in the three standard five a side sizes:
2.4m (8') long x 1.2m (4') high - for mini play
3.6m (12') long x 1.2m (4') high - for junior / senior play - our most popular size for secondary schools,
universities and leisure centres. Our most popular size
4.9m (16') long x 1.2m (4') high - for senior play - wider senior goals required by certain adult five a side
teams
The goals feature:
Uprights and crossbars are manufactured from 80mm diameter x 2.5mm thick aluminium
Uprights and crossbar are polyester powder coated white
Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick steel back supports
Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm
diameter x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar
Complete with four 'U' peg anchors and lock-on synthetic net hooks
All external bolts are stainless steel
Welded corner joints with an internal 8mm thick steel plate and external L plate for added strength and
aesthetic appearance
Complete with 3mm polyethylene nets

PLEASE NOTE: This is a supply only item and some basic self-assembly is required. These goals come with Upegs for anchoring on a grass pitch. If the goals are to be used on a non-grass surface an alternative anchor
system will be necessary and we recommend a set of 8 counterbalance weights to suit one pair of goals.
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SKU

Options

Available Colours

24HUFBL187

2.4m (8')

N/A

24HUFBL186

3.6m (12')

N/A

24HUFBL185

4.9m (16')

N/A
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